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1. INTRODUCTION
A large part of Web resources consists of unstructured

textual content. Processing and retrieving relevant content
for a particular information need is challenging for both ma-
chines as well as humans. While information retrieval tech-
niques provide methods for detecting suitable resources for
a particular query, information extraction (IE) techniques
enable the extraction of structured data [2, 3] and text sum-
marization allows the detection of important sentences [1,
5]. However, neither IE nor summarization techniques do
consider user interests when generating text summaries au-
tomatically.
This work presents an approach to extract focused knowl-

edge, i.e. query-based and structured summaries according
to particular user queries. In our case, summaries consist
of structured data describing entities and their appearance
contexts.
For identifying relevant statements and entities, we exploit

a novel approach based on POS pattern analysis and entity
recognition techniques.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Briefly, we formalize the task of generating contextual-

ized summaries and present examples for illustration. Let
D = {d1, d2, . . . , dm} be a set of documents and T =
{t1, t2, . . . , tn} a set of topics, where a topic is defined as
a representation of most important terms from the corpus
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in D, formally defined as ti = {w1, w2, . . . , wk}. We then
define matrix D × T = [xij ](mn), such that, xij = o(di, tj),
for i = 1 . . .m ∧ j = 1 . . . n, where o(di, tj) is defined by a
binary relation B indicating whether a document is related
to a topic or not.

Now, let Q = {q1, q2, . . . , qz} be a set of queries where
qk = {e1, . . . , ev} is a list of query terms. For instance, the
user query “European+Union” results in the singleton term
e1 =“European Union”. The results is a subset of matching
documents D′ ⊂ D and the set of topics T ′ ⊂ T , where
∀t ∈ T ′, ∃d ∈ D′ ∧ o(d, t) ∈ B.

In what follows, we define the set σ as the union of
POS tags from the terms in topic definitions from T ′ as
ρ = ∪(t∈T ′)ω(t) where ω ∈ {NN,NNP, . . . , V B,CD} and
the query terms from qk as φ = ∪(e∈qk)e, hence σ =
ρ ∪ φ. Elements in σ are used to construct a square ma-
trix which are added as row and column entries. The
co-occurrence of two elements (σi, σj), for i, j = 1 . . . l,
computed for the documents in D′, P = [δ(i, j)]lxl, e.g.
σ = {NN,V B, . . . ,“European Union”}.

Finally, a set of patterns Ψ ∈ {ψ1, . . . , ψy} consists of
a combination of elements from σ and a score assigned
based on P . From documents in D′ we define a set of
sentences S = {s11, . . . s1v, . . . , smv}. As generated output
from patterns in ψ and sentences in S, we define the fo-
cused summaries as C = {((s(i,j), ψk), (E,A))} such that
for s(i,j)∃ψk ∧ f(s(i,j), ψk), f(s, ψ) is the match of sentence
s(i,j) with pattern ψ. E = {e1, . . . , ep} and A = {a1, . . . , az}
are the set of entities and actions from sentence s(i,j) and
∀e ∈ E, ∃e ∈ s and ∀a ∈ A,∃a ∈ s.

3. OUR APPROACH
This work addresses extraction of entities and actions

(a verb phrase that indicates an activity involving one or
more entities) based on patterns that adapt to different
user queries. The generation of patterns for a set of el-
ements σ, consisting of query terms and their related en-
tity terms found using query expansion and POS tags from
terms in topic definitions in T ′, considers all their possible
non-repetitive combinations.

Given a query qk, we compute the conditional probabili-
ties of the co-occurrences of the different entries (POS tag
or query term) in the set of retrieved documents D′ based
on the generated matrix P = [δ(i, j)]lxl, see Section 2.

Thus, from P most probable patterns occurring in the set
of retrieved documents for the elements in σ are computed.
For each element a directed tree graph is modeled with all
the possible combinations with other elements in σ (when
there is a co-occurrence probability greater than zero in P).



The transition probabilities from one node to another repre-
sent the likelihood of terms from the document’s text with
a specific POS tag or query term appearing together.

Figure 1: Pattern Generation approach using di-
rected tree graphs.

The pattern scores are computed for all possible paths
from the root node to the leaf nodes. Each path generates a
pattern of variable number of elements, which is dependent
on the co-occurrence of two elements from σ appearing in
the retrieved documents.
The score of a pattern is computed as the marginal prob-

ability for the path that is present in a particular pattern.
For instance, Figure 1 shows the pattern generation for the
root node “European Union”, computed as in Eq 1, where
for the i-th row from matrix P are taken the probabilities
and multiplied for each transition of different parent/child
nodes afterwards.

∀ψ ∈ Ψ, ψscore = p(σi) ·
l∏

j=1

p(σi,j |σi,j−1) (1)

As the number of generated patterns is large, we consider
the top-10 patterns for each element with highest score com-
puted as in Eq 1. Using the generated patterns individual
sentences from the relevant documents are matched against
one of the patterns.
A match is considered when a sentence contains an or-

dered set of terms having the same syntactical structure
(POS tags and terms) as the patterns, we consider the re-
laxation of a full match and look for partial matches thus
increasing coverage of the summaries.

4. EVALUATION AND RESULTS
To evaluate our approach we used ROUGE-n metrics [4].

ROUGE-n measures the coverage of the generated contex-
tual summaries against human generated ones.
As a dataset we use the New York Times corpus, which

contains approximately 40, 000 news articles from 2007.
Each article is annotated manually for entities occurring
such as persons, locations and organizations, and contains a
short abstractive summary.
We evaluate our approach in two directions: (i) focused

summary coverage; and (ii) focused summary appropriate-
ness to a query. For (i), we evaluate the query expansion
on a set of queries taken based on their popularity and the
expectedness of a broad coverage in our corpus. We also

computed ROUGE-1, in terms precision/recall/F1, to evalu-
ate the coverage of the generated focused summaries. As for
(ii), we evaluated how well the generated summaries address
specifically the query needs and how well they represent the
query terms and the concepts implied by a query. For this,
17 participants assessed at least 20 summaries generated.

Based on the conducted evaluation, 76% of the generated
summaries were relevant to the user queries and the con-
cepts represented by them. This shows that our approach
extracted focused knowledge with high precision by incorpo-
rating user queries for detecting the importance of specific
POS tags. Furthermore, for ROUGE-1 we obtained high
coverage precision over 25% and broad coverage with 32%
in terms of recall. Our preliminary results are comparable
to state of the art submissions in DUC1. Figure 2 shows the
computed P/R/F1 for a small set of user queries.
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Figure 2: ROUGE-1 metric for different queries.

5. CONCLUSION
Our approach of focused knowledge extraction was ap-

plied for focused text summarization, demonstrating that it
is able to produce targeted and structured summaries with
high precision. Our main contributions are (a) the introduc-
tion of a novel POS tag pattern detection approach for rele-
vance judgment of statements in unstructured texts, (b) the
adaptation of a range of text and data processing techniques
into a query-based document summarization approach and
(c) the incremental population of a knowledge base describ-
ing entities and their appearance contexts.
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